ACI 334 Spring 2020 Meeting AGENDA

30 March 2020, 5:00–7:00pm, Room C-234, International A, Rosemont IL

Welcome, and call to order
- Introductions, 334 Members and Visitors

Approval of Spring 2020 Meeting Minutes (Cincinnati)
- Completed via online ballot – Added Names of attendees and updated Heading

Membership:
- A quorum (40% of voting members = 7 voting members)
  [Attending are ___ of 18 voting members = ___%]
- FYI: The current balance of voting Committee members is:
  - Academic/Educator (4): 22%
  - Contractors (7): 39%
  - Designers (6): 33%
  - General Interest (1): 6%

News and Announcements
- Chair Breakfast Meeting Report

ACI 334.1 Guide for Concrete Shell Structures:
- Update to Chapters 1 & 2 based on Summer 2019 ballot comments
  - Done until Full Ballot
- Chapter 3 Analysis – Discussion - Jason South and others working on this Chapter.
- Chapter 4 Design – Discussion – Chris Zweifel and others working on this Chapter.
- Chapter 5 Construction – Discussion – Zane Wells and others working on this Chapter
- Chapter 6 References – Discussion – Ted Smulski

ACI 334.YR Guide to Evaluation and Repair of Concrete Cooling Tower Shells
- Document Development Request was accepted, and Mark Williams is starting to work on it. Looking for volunteer technical writers.
ACI 334.3R 05 Construction of Concrete Shells Using Inflated Forms

- Vote to Reapproved was successful waiting to hear back from TAC

Other Business:

- Giorgio Proestos Research Proposal to ACI Foundation CRC